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Ultrasound in Medic;  ne-A Review 

Abstract-Ultrasonic techniques  are  becoming  increasingly im- 
portant in medicine,  both as a  diagnostic  tool and as a  therapeutic 
modality. Although ultrasound has  been  used  in  medicine  since 
the 1930's, it is only recently  that these techniques  have been widely 
used and  their  potential  fully  recognized.  Medical  ultrasonics is now 
in a  period of rapid growth and is on the  verge of making a  signifi- 
cant impact on clinical  medicine.  The  field  provides  challenging  and 
important engineering  problems, which  are unique  to  medicine  and 
biology. It is an open proving  ground to  many  techniques  developed 
for other applications  and gives inspiration  to  the  development of 
new  technological  advances.  This  review  outlines  some of the  basic 
principles of ultrasonics,  discusses the acoustical properties of 
biological tissues, provides  a  historical  perspective of the  use of 
ultrasound  in  medicine,  describes  ultrasonic  techniques  presently 
used in  the  clinic as well as those now under  development, and re- 
ports on the  standardization of medical  ultrasonic  procedures  and 
measurements. 

IKTRODUCTIOS 

Ultrasound is becoming increasingly important  in 
medicine and is  now taking  its place along  with  X-ray 
and nuclear medicine as  an  important diagnostic  tool. 
Every  day  in  thousands of hospitals and medical centers 
around the world, ultrasound is in  routinc clinical use in 
such  diverse  body regions as the  brain,  heart,  liver, kid- 
ney,  fetal  and  reproductive  systems. In many  ways  ultra- 
sound is an ideal  diagnostic tool-it is  noninvasive, 
externally  applied,  nontraumatic,  and  as all available data 
indicate,  apparently safe at  the acoustical  intensities and 
duty cycles encountered in existing  diagnostic  equipnlent. 

The goal of this  paper is to present  a tutorial review of 
the principles of medical ultrasonics and an introduction 
to a  variety of its applications. An effort has been  made, 
wherever possible, to present the discussion in  terms 
familiar t o  both engineers and physicians. This review 
provides  a  historical  perspective of ultrasound  in medicine, 
discusses the acoustical  properties of biological tissues, 
outlines some of the basic principles of ultrasonics,  de- 
scribes techniques  presently used in  the clinic as well as 
those now under  development, and  reports  on t h c l  stand- 
ardization of medical ultrasonic  procedures and measure- 
ments. Diagnost'ic techniques arc emphasized since they 
are  the most common and: at  present,  are  the most 

successful. The reader  interested  in  pursuing the subject 
of medical ultrasonics in  greater  depth  may wish to con- 
sult any of the several books listed at   the end of this 
article. 

I.  HISTORICAL  PERSPECTIVE 

The use of ultrasound  in medicine was initiated by a 
relatively small number of invest'igators,  most of them 
still  alive and active, who span the time from the inception 
of fundamental idt.as and  the beginning of medical appli- 
cations to  the present clinical systems.  These  investigators 
came from a  variety of disciplines and  generated the 
interaction  between  technology  and medicine  which led 
to  the first generation of ultrasonic devices that now  pro- 
vide the basis for present, medical practicc. 

The  interaction  betn-cen  ultrasound  and living systems 
has been studied since the 1920's. It was the discovery of 
the  piezoelectric effect and  its utilization  in the construc- 
tion of high frequency mechanical vibrating sources cou- 
pled to high frc>quency clcctronic drives that provided the 
basis for this \vork. Without  attempting  to be  exhaustive, 
Table I shows the chronology o f  some pertinent develop- 
ments.  During thr 1940's and 195O's, ultrasound was in a 
rather slon- evolutionary period. The  trchniques  and t,ech- 
nology  developed during  this period and now in common 
use are  indicated  in  Table I and discussed further  in Sec- 
tion IV. During the 1960's an ever-increasing number of 
physicians  began t,o accept  ultrasound  and  to use t,his 
modality  in the clinic. In  the 1970's n-e arc non- witnessing 
the widespread  use of ultrasound,  as \vel1 as thc develop- 
ment of nm-  and  innovative techniques,  as  detailed  in 
Table I and Section VI. . 

Some early  research workcrs identified irrcvcmible inter- 
actions  between  ultrasound and living systems [4], [Fi], 
[116]-[121]. Thp mechanism o f  this  interaction was often 
only  qualitntivcly investigatcld. It was apparent  that  ab- 
sorption coefficients for tissue and biological systems mere 
such that thcrmal  damage could be produced [as], [27], 
[122]-[124]. Cavitation, which  was a grossly observed 
phenomena  associated Lvith high  frequency  sound fields 
in liquid  media, was presumed to be responsible for irre- 
versible changes [121]. Other possible mechanical effects 
n-ere suuested.  but no definitive cxwriments were per- 
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Physical medicine and chiropractic  practice have continued 
to employ similar devices. Although  there  are a number 
of contraindicated  body regions for  ultrasound  irradiation 
delineated by this experience, results of more  recent ex- 
periments  indicate the possibilities of new areas of therapy 
in some of these  very regions. These possibilities will be 
discussed in Section VII. 

Somewhat later,  the possibilities of using  ultrasound of 
much higher  intensities (up  to several thousand  watts/ 
cm2) [191[21] to create lesions in biological tissues and 
of using ultrasound of much lower average  intensities 
(several hundred  milliwatts/cm2) [ 16>[18] for  diagnostic 
purposes were investigated.  The high  intensities were 
shown to produce quantitatively reproducible lesions in 
central  nervous  system (CNS) [19)-[25],  [31],  [35], 
[125)-[127] tissue and  subsequently  other  tissue  (liver 
[33],  [34],  [42], muscle [129], blood vessels [130]) with 
the potential  as  a precise lesioning technology  for  a variety 
of activities  including  surgery [64],  [SS],  [125],  [127], 
[131],  [132]. 

The low intensities  operating in a pulse-echo (sonar) 
mode were shown to  be  capable of discrimination  between 
a wide variety of nonbone  tissue types leading to  soft 
tissue  acoustic  visualization  systems [16>[ 181, [ 1 3 3 1  
[135]. 

11. PRESENT  STATUS OF ULTRASOUND 
IN  MEDICINE 

The noninvasive  character of ultrasound  and  its  ability 
to distinguish  interfaces  between  tissues of different acous- 
tical  impedances has been its main  attraction  as a diag- 
nostic  procedure. In  contrast,  X-rays  only respond to  
atomic weight differences and  may  require  the injection 
of a more  dense contrast  medium for visualization of non- 
bony  tissue.  Nuclear medicine techniques, which measure 
the selective uptake of radioactive  isotopes in particular 
organs and  thus produce  information  concerning  organ 
function,  provide  a  third form of medical diagnostic  prac- 
tice  involving  imaging that is of great clinical significance. 
Radioactive  isotopes  and  X-rays  are  both  clearly  invasive 
[113)-[115]. 

Although  ultrasound  has  been used in  diagnostic medi- 
cine for over twenty years, it is only  within the last few 
years that  its use has become wide  spread. This slow 
growth  may  be  due to  the  fact  that ultrasound (or a t  
least pulse-echo procedures)  generally  presents  diagnostic 
information  in  a  form  somewhat foreign to  the radiologist 
or nuclear medicine specialist.  Moreover,  ultrasonic  equip- 
ment presently  available  requires  considerable training 
and  practice on the  part of the physician or technologist 
using the instrument.  We should be careful to note that, 
despite  these  limitations, medically useful  information is 
routinely  obtained.  Even  more  important,  much of the 
information  obtained by  ultrasound could not be  obtained 
with  any  other  modality or without procedures that may 
be  inherently more dangerous to  the  patient. 

In  diagnostic  ultrasound there  are more than 7500 de- 

vices, including  Doppler  systems, now operated  in the 
United  States. Several  thousand  physicians  and  ultrasonic 
technologists  routinely  use this modality.  Today the most 
widely represented  medical  areas for ultrasound  are  cardi- 
ology, obstetrics,  and gynecology, with  somewhat lesser 
activity  in abdominal  organ  scanning,  brain midline detec- 
tion,  thyroid  evaluation,  eye scanning, and blood flow 
determination. 

Unfortunately,  ultrasound  in the frequency  range pres- 
ently used for diagnosis and  therapy  cannot  penetrate  any 
substantial  gas  layer because of t'he  high tissue-t,o-gas 
impedance  mismatch. Diagnosis of lung  conditions that 
are overlayed  with  normal  gas-containing  lung  tissue can- 
not  be performed with  ultrasonic devices presently  avail- 
able.  Other  body  areas difficult to reach  with  present 
equipment  are  those obscured by  mature  adult bone  (such 
as  the  brain). 

In  the past, clinical users of ultrasonic  techniques were 
largely  self-taught since formal  training  programs were 
nonexistent.  Formal  ultrasonic  instruction  programs are 
just now- beginning at  a few  medical centers.  Such pro- 
grams  are  quite encouraging since in medicine, as in  any 
other discipline, a new status is reached when the educa- 
tional process  recognizes the need to  instruct  its newest 
members  in the  latest achievements.  Moreover,  with the 
advent of computer  technology,  integrated  circuits, sophis- 
ticated  signal processing procedures,  acoustic  holography 
and imaging, and a variety of other technologies and 
methods being promulgated  by  a  number of young in- 
vestigators seeking ways to display  their talents  in a  more 
societally  relevant  way, there  has surfaced  in the  last 
decade  a  much  broader interest  in  ultrasound in medicine. 
Private companies and foundations, research institutes, 
and  governmental agencies are  supporting  intcrdisciplinary 
groups that  are developing the next  generation of ultjra- 
sonic devices. These devices are of a  variet,y of types  and, 
for the most part,  have  yet to  be given clinical trials. 
Recently, U. S. Federal agencies have  funded  various  tJask 
groups [136>[138] to help define problem  areas and aid 
in  the  establishment of priorities to assist  these agencies 
in  relating to this  activity.  Current research is following 
the explosive growth of technology and represents ono of 
the most  exciting and rewarding  areas of applied science 
and engineering. Many  fundamental problems are  un- 
solved, and  there  is a  real need to improve  currently 
available  instrumentation. 

Closely related to  the growing stature of ultrasound  in 
medicine is the parallel emergence of a new group of  bio- 
engineering professionals just now appearing  in  reasonable 
numbers.  Until now most people in  the physical sciences 
who attempted  to  apply  ultrasound  to medicine  were  re- 
quired to acquire  their medical skills on  their own.  Simi- 
larly, physicians who attempted  to  improve state-of-the- 
art ultrasonic  techniques were largely  self-taught  in the 
physical sciences and engineering. The groundwork is now 
being laid for a  much closer and a more formal collabora- 
tion between medicine and  the physical sciences and en- 
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gineering. This  interaction should significantly advance 
ultrasound  in medicine as well as medical technology in 
general. 

111. ACOUSTICAL PROPERTIES OF 
BIOLOGICAL  TISSUE 

The  human  body  and even relat,ively homogeneous tis- 
sue,  such  as the normal  liver,  exhibit  tremendous com- 
plexities in  their  int,eraction  with  sound.  Accurate  physical 
measurements  are  often  very difficult' to make  in  the low 
Megahertz  frequency  range since the finite size of the 
measuring  transducer  often  distorts the value of the very 
quant,ities being measured. In  addit'ion,  measurements on 
living  tissue are generally difficult to obtain,  particularly 
in the case of human  patients where  medical st,andards 
and protocols must  be  maintained. If measurements  are 
made in vitro or with fixed tissue, the measurements  must' 
be  compared  with in vivo results to be biologically mea,ning- 
ful. These  practical  problems  account for the present' 
paucity of reliable, well-documented information  in  this 
area, which only now is receiving the much needed atten- 
tion i t  deserves. 

In biological tissues, there is  only a minor dependence 
of the sound velocit'y on frequency, at  least, in the 1-20 
MHz frequency  range that covers most medical applica- 
tions a t  present. For example,  a  small dispersion amount- 
ing  t'o  approximately 0.15yo velocity change  for  a 1-10 
MHz frequency  change has been  recorded for bccf  hemo- 
globin [37]. At  present, it is  unclear how even  a small 
velocity dispersion effects or limits the resolution of vari- 
ous acoustic imaging systems. 

Since live  human tissue is generally at a  constant  normal 
body  temperature of 37"C, there is little need in  present 
diagnostic regimes to consider effects of temperature  on 
the acoustic  propertips of tissue.  This is not  to imply that 
such temperature effects should be ignored, since interest- 
ing possibilities utilizing temperature changes have been 
suggested for experimental  studies  with the aim of possi- 
ble future medical applications [139]-[141]. 

Acoustic absorption  plays  a  major role in  all  tissues of 
medical inter&. The sound  intensity I decreases n-ith the 
distance o f  propagation x according to  

I = I --?aI 

whtm Io is the  intensity at  2 = 0, and CY is the acoustic 
pressure  absorption coefficient. The  factor of 2 in  the 
exponential  results from transforming  pressure  into in- 
tensity, since under  plane xva,v(: conditiorls tho  intensity 
is proportional to  the square of the pressure. For tissue, 
absorpt'ion is approximat,ely  proportional to frequency 
[143], (Q a f ) ,  whereas classical absorption  mechanisms 
result in a quadratic  frequency  dependence (a a p ) ,  
[142]. Individual  tissues  may  vary  somewhat from this 
relation. For inst'ance, hemoglobin in  solution has  an  ab- 
sorption a m f 1 . 3  in  the frequency  range from 3.5 Hz  to 
10 MHz [44]. 

Absorpt'ion in tissues is primarily  related to  the protein 

oe ( 1 )  

content,  although  t'here  is a component of absorpt,ion t,hat 
is apparently  related to other  constituents [143]. In gen- 
eral,  it  appears  that acoustic  absorpt,ion  in  tissue  can be 
described by a  relaxation process in which acoustic  energy 
is highly attenuat,ed at certain  particular frequencies, 
which are  determined  by the material's molecular prop- 
erties [142]-[145]. 

Since most  ultrasonic  diagnostic  equipment  operates in 
a pulse-echo mode, i t  is important  to consider the inter- 
action of various  acoustic pulse waveforms  with t,issue. 
A highly  damped  oscillatory waveform is  typically gen- 
erated.  Thus  short  bursts of sound  having  significant 
amplitude for only a few  cycles are  transmit)ted  through 
the tissue and undergo  absorption loss described by (1). 
These short acoustic pulses are  refracted, reflected, and 
scattered by  structural  details  within  the t,issue. Because 
of relat'ively small velocity changes in  various  soft  tissue 
media,  refraction  is  generally not a  serious  problem. It is, 
of course, much  more  pronounced if bone is involved  in 
the sound pathway. Velocities and directions of both 
longitudinal and  shear waves are related  in  t'erms of Snell's 
law. Soft, tissues are  perhaps also isotropic,  although 
piezoelectric action  in cholesterol plaque and bone  has 
been reported, which demands  anisotropy. 

At the  boundary between  two media having  different 
densities and/or acoustic velocities, a reflection d l  occur. 
For normal incidence of unbounded  longitudinal waves 
on an infinite  plane  surface,  thn  pressure  amplitude  re- 
flection coefficient R is  given by C1591 

R = - - .  ZI - 2 2  plc1 - pzc2 

z1 + z2 plc1 + PLC2 

- ( 2 )  

where p is the density, c is the sound  velocity, and 2 = pc 
is the specific acoustic  impedance of the medium. The 
pressure  a,mplitude  transmission coefficient  is simply 
(1 + R ) .  These  equations  reprcwnt only the ideal case 
since angular  variations of the incident  beam  with  respect 
to  the boundary will be the general situation met, in 
tissues; however, t,hey  serve as guidelines for order of 
magnitude  determinations  in  approaching the more  com- 
plex situations. It should bc noted  also that if the sound 
passes from a lower to a highcr impedence, the reflected 
wave is in  phase  with the incident  wave, but  it suffers a 
180" phase  reversal if the sound passes  from a higher to a 
lower impedance medium. 

A chart shoxving the velocity of sound, the density,  and 
the characteristic  acoustical  impedance of selected ma- 
terials  is shown in  Fig. l .  Table I1 list  absorption coeffi- 
cients  for similar materials.  Table I11 gives the reflection 
coefficients for some interfaces of importance  in medical 
diagnosis. Acoustic parameter  determination for normal 
and pathological  tissues  has  yet to be extensively dcvel- 
oped, which accounts  in part for tmhe  paucity of informat,ion 
in  Tables I1 and 111. However, this area is extremely 
important since, as d l  be discussed further  in Section VI, 
it  appears  t'hat  many  types of normal  and  abnormal tis- 
sues  can be uniquely classified in  terms of their  acoustical 
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PROPAGATION VELOCITY ( X I O ~  cm/rec) 

Fig. 1 .  Velocity o f  sound, densities and characteristic acoustical 
impedances of biological tissues and other selected materials. 

TABLE I1 
ACOUSTIC PRESSURE ABSORPTION  COEFFICIENT^ 

Material 
Frequency 

MHz CI (cm ) 
-1 

Brain 

Brain tumors (formalin f ixed)  

Meningioma 

Glioblastoma 
Metastatic tumor 

Normal brain 

Fat 
Muscle 

Liver 

Kidney 

Blood 

Bone (human skull) 

1.0 
5 .O 
5.0 

5 .O 
5 .O 
5 .o 
1 .o 
1 .o 
2 .o 
2 .o 
2 .o 
1.2 

2 . 2 5  

3.5 

.l0 

.73 

.38 

.50 

.44 

.08 

.l3 

.l9 

. 2 7  

.04 
1.7 

5.3 
7.8 

properties and  that such  a classification scheme could be 
incorporated into a  diagnostic  system. For example, recent 
studies [l471 have  indicated  t,hat specific brain  tumors 
can  be uniquely classified according to their  acoustic re- 
flection patterns.  Other  studies  have shown that normal 
liver is nonsonoluscent and  that it, can be characterized 
according to internal  structural reflections [76]-[78], 
[148]-[150]. I n  vivo and in vitro studies of female breast 
tissue  have  demonstrated that normal  tissue  can be char- 
acterized according to  its  structural elements and, more 
importantly, that certain  malignant  breast  tumors  may 
be classified by their  acoustical attenuation properties 
[79],  [148],  [151>[156]. The possible macromolecular 
level of this  attenuation as correlated  with the  structural 
components of the  tumor (determined by whole breast 
pathology) is a significant aspect of this work [SO], [156], 
[157]. Another  study  has suggested that  the elastic 
properties of soft  tissues are largely responsible for their 
echographic visualizability and  that these  properties are 

determined in some cases by  st,ructural collagen-containing 
compounds [158]. 

Scattering of ultrasound by biological materials is an 
extremely  important,  yet largely neglect'ed, field of study. 
It is particularly  important  in the  study of blood flow 
[SS],  [161>[163]. Doppler  methods  can  be used to deter- 
mine blood flow by measuring the frequency shift in  the 
reflected ultrasonic wave due to  the flowing blood. The 
blood cells in  the flowing stream  backscatter  energy to a 
pickup transducer. Obviously, some knowledge of the 
scattering process is required for optimum  system design. 
Although the  scattering of ultrasound by biological ma- 
terials is not well understood,  several workers have been 
able to classify specific tissue  types  and disease states on 
the basis of their  scatt,ering  properties [164]-[168]. For 
example, the frequency  spectra of scattered signals from 
the surface of an exposed amphibian muscle is changed 
after vascular occlusion [146]. Furt'her knowledge of the 
scattering process and  better in vivo measurement  tech- 
niques may eventually provide an additional basis for 
tissue  differentiation. The  study of scattering is still in 
its infancy and offers an important  area for both funda- 
mental  and applied research. 

The  ultimate resolution  capability of a wave interro- 
gating  a  structurally inhomogeneous medium is a volume 
element about one wavelength in  diameter. Since the 
sound velocity in soft tissue is about 1500 meters  per 
second, the  ultimate resolution in millimeters (Rmm) can 
be expressed as a function of frequency ( f in  MHz)  by 

1..5 
R,, = - . f 

Ultimate resolution is  approximately 1 mm a t  1.5 MHz 
and 0.1 mm a t  15  MHz.  The  l-mm resolution would be 
adequate for many  large  body  structures  such as a tumor 
or cyst  in the abdomen, whereas the 0.1-mm resolution 
might  be needed for visualization of structures  in the eye. 
Practical  limitations  such as  aperture size, target  param- 
eters  (including patient organ movement),  attenuation, 
scatkring, acoustical nonlinearities, velocity dispersion, 
and electronic and  det,ector signal-to-noise ratios combine 
to decrease the maximum resolution. System  performance 
is primarily  limited by t.issue absorption  characteristics 
and  detector noise levels. Shorter wavelengths lead to ex- 
cessive attenuation in  thick  structures, which cannot  be 
overcome by increasing the  input power levels at will, 
since nonlinear propagation effects alter  the  nature of the 
wave [l601 and because an upper dosage limit is presumed 
to exist. As discussed in Section IX, biological effects can 
be  demonstrated  in longer pulse regimes, but for pulse 
lengths less than one millisecond the information is not 
extensive. 

IV. PRESENT  STATE OF THE  CLINICAL ART 

A-Mode  Ultrasound  Instrumentation 
The oldest and simplest type of diagnostic  ultrasound 

instrument uses A-mode or a  time  base oscilloscope dis- 
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TABLE 111 
ACOCSTIC REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS-A4BSOLCTE  V.4LVES 

Water Fat Muscle Skin Brain Liver Blood Skull  Bone Lucite 
~~ ~ 

Water 0.0 .047 .02 .029 .007 .035 

Fat .067  .076 .054 .049 

Muscle .009 .013 .015 

Skin .022 .OM1 

Brain .028 

Liver 

Blood 

S k u l l  bone 

~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ 

.007 .57  .35 

.Ob7 .61 * 39 

.02 .56 .33 

.029 .56 .32 

.oo* .57  .34 

.028 .55 .32 

.57  .35 

.29 

* Clotted and  freshly injected blood can be detected ultrasonically in the live and formalin fixed 
brain. 
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Fig. L'. Elements of an A-mode pulse-echo system anti  information  presentation  format 

play of received echo amplitudes.  Figure 2 shows the basic 
elements in such  a  system, which was first int'roduced by 
Firestone [l31 for industrial  nondestructive  testing. 

The pulse generat'or typically produces a 100 volt to 
1 kV  spike waveform with  a  very  fast rise time.  This 
wideband waveform is sent  through  a  matched  stepped 
attenuator,  and it is applied to a piezoelectric element 
such as Lead Xletaniobate or Lead Zirconate Titanate 
(PZT), typically l to 2 cm in  diameter, of which the 
resonance frequency is usually in  the 0.5-23 MHz range. 
The piezoelectric element usually has a backing struct'urc 
that provides damping to  the resonant element producing 
wider bandwidt'h  (bandwidths of 50% for 3 dB lo- SS are 
typical)  and absorbs the acoustical wave radiated from 
the back side. Pulse  repetition  rates  vary from 500 Hz to 

2.500 Hz with 1000 Hz being a  typical  value.  Peak  acoustic 
intensities  vary  from 10 to 100 watts/cm2 [342]. 

A4coustical pulse shape  and width  determine the axial 
resolution capabilit,y of the system. The  spectrum of fre- 
quencies in the wave is determined by  the electrical input 
spectrum multiplied by  the  transducer frequency response. 

The  ultrasound pulse is coupled to the subject  through 
an aqueous gel or oil for a  contact  scanner. Deep tissue 
structures to be  interrogated  lead to  transit times for the 
double path length from transceiver to  target of up  to 
2-30 psecs. 

The amplifier used must  have  very good overload capa- 
bilities and a  short recovery time since the electrical im- 
pulse to  the  transducer is often  directly coupled as in 
Figure 2. Amplifiers must  have a wide dynamic  range (up 
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tion from a  small  spherical target centered  on the  trans- 
ducer axis and, 5) is the reflection  from the large  imped- 
ance  discontinuity a t  the  bottom of the  structure. 

The  radiation  pattern of the transducer is shown in 
dot’ted  lines.  The acoustical  “beam” has a finite  width. 
As the transducer is moved  horizontally, the sphere echo 
appears  as the sphere  enters  the  beam, generally peaks on 
axis, and  then decreases. 

If the tranduecr  is moved to Position C, the beam tan- 
counters the tilted pillbox structure of impedance Z3 
encompassing the  entire  beam.  There  are a nunlbcr of 
cases of interest’  here. 

Case 1 ;  2 3  1: 2 2 .  In this case, the beam will he  refractcd 
at the interfaces and emerge with  its axis displaced just 
as a light  beam n-ould propagate.  The small amount of 
reflection energy at) each  interface is directed away from 
the transducer  and  never received. A large return from 
surface 5 is received, but  it is displaced in  time because 
of the change  in pathlength  and  sound velocity  in 2,. 

Case W: Zz ‘U 23, with Z, highly attenuating.  This case 
is  similar to Case l except that  the received  back-surface 
reflection is greatly  reduced.  This  “shadow” effect is often 
used to  differmtiate solid q x t s  from fluid-filled cysts  in  a 
diagnosis, since solid cysts  are  often  highly  attenuating 
and fluid cysts are always  acoustically transparent or 

Case S :  Z,  < 23. This n-ould he  the  caw, for example, 
of a  metal  fragmrnt  imbedded  in  tissue.  One would ordi- 
narily  expect to see a very large reflection from the metal, 
but  its inclination  directs the energy  away  from  t,he  trans- 

LI sonoluscent.” 

transducer is moved to  Position B, a  small signal (4) 
arising from back-scattered edge diffraction at   the corner 
of the pillbox would be received. 

The finite  width of t’he  acoustic  beam is one of the 
major  limitations of present  ultrasound  systems  and is 
the subject of considerable  research.  Figure 3 shows an 
ultrasound  beam visualized in a water  t’ank using a 
Schlieren optical  system. It can  be  seen that  the ultra- 
sound does indeed  form  a  beam  (because the diameter 
of the piezoelectric element  is about 100 sound wave- 
lengths)  and that  it  propagates  much like a light  beam. 
The ult’rasound  beam  shown  in  Fig. 3 is a  continuous  wave, 
but pulsed ultrasound  behaves  similarly. Reflect’ion from 
an interposed  plastic wedge is almost loo%, and some 
diffraction  can  be seen at   the edge. Unlike most  optical 
systems,  ultrasound  systems  are  strongly  dominated  by 
diffraction effects because the ultrasound  wavelength  is 
not small with respect, to  the radial dimensions of the 
transducer (1 to 2 cm). A typical 2.25 NHz unfocused 
transducer  operating  in  water  has the following properties 
(see  Section  VI for a more complete discussion) : azi- 
muthal resolution (spot  diameter  or  beam size)--G mm, 
depth of  field-60 mm (from 50 to 100 mm on axis), axial 
(time) resolution--1.3 Msec. = 2mm.  Although  ultrasound 
bcams  can  be focused with an acoustic  lens,  diffraction is 
still  very important. Focusing also leads to  the classical 
dilemma of trading  depth of field for focal spot  diameter 
(azimuthal  resolution). 

ducer and  it is not seen. The back-surface reflection is also Applications of A-nfode 
missing. 

i2-scan ultrasound  has been very successful in the de- One of the most useful and widespread applications of 
tection of foreign objects  such  as  metal  shards  in a hemor- A-mode ultrasound  has  been echo-encephalography [47], 
rhaging eye [169]. This success is due to  the rough shape [170], [171]. Using a simple time-base  display allows 
of such  objccts  and to  the fact that  they do not usually position measurement of prominent brain  structures such 
encompass the entire  beam.  Indeed,  in  Figure 2, if the  as  the  septum pellucidum, third ventricle, and  lateral 
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THIRD VENlRlCLL 

I’ig. 4. An A-scan of human  brain. A, human  brain atlas cross  sec- 
tion  details; B, echo pattern showing third ventricle \\.all reflec- 
tions.  Observations of reflections from lateral  ventricles  requires a 
tlifferent transducer orientation. 

* 
.1 - 

b. LINEARSCAN ONLY 

vcntricles, as sho\vn in  Figure 4. This  test  is used in  cnlrr- 
gcncy rooms and anlbulanccs for rapid  asscssmrnt of  pos- 
sible  brain trauma, which displacrs thrse  structures. Echo- 
encephalngraphy is also uscd to detect spacc occupying 
lesions such  as B tumor (which also displaces th tw  struc- 
t,urcbsj as well as for detrction in the extraction of forcign 
objects  from the henmorrhaging or cloudrd eye [l69]. 

R-Scan ~nsfrun~entation 

I3-scanrlcr!: use an A-modc unit  togcthcr Ivith trans- 
ducer position srnsors and an intensity or Z-axis nwdulated 
display t o  map out  the reflectors i n  a tn-o-dimensional 

Fig. 6. B-scan of twins in utero. Two different  scan  planes are shown 
t o  best visualize the head of each  twin. Am‘, anterior  abdominal 
wall; 1, head o f  twin numher one; ‘L, head o f  twin  nnmber t>wo. 
(Courtesy of Dr. Wil1i:rm Ragan, Assoc. Prof., Dept. o f  Obstetrics 
ancl Gynecology, Indiana  University  School o f  Medicine). 
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A  disadvantage of the  handdriven B-scanner is the 
subjective  human element manual  operation  introduces 
into  the mapping. I n  a  very  real sense, the technologist, 
like an  artist, "paints" the image on the display. An ex- 
perienced technologist can  make excellent meaningful 
scans by knowing which features to emphasize and which 
controls to  adjust  on  the echoscope. Unfort.unately, well- 
trained technologists or ultrasonographers  have been in 
short  supply. 

An  additional problem with  present B-scan syst'ems is 
that  many  separate scans must be made to  obtain a 
volume mapping.  Typically, the physician  t'hen places 
Polaroid pictures of these slices side by side and  then 
attempts  to mentally  synthesize  a volume image. This is 
an example of a  system not well matched to human per- 
ceptual  capabilities. 

Mechanized scanners  are used in  many research clinics 
throughout the world. These  systems produce more con- 
sistent echograms, are more expensive than  the contact 
scanners, but also allow the use of a gray scale display- 
with  integration of the mapping on film [S?], [134], 
[172]-[179]. With these  systems, the display of the 
sphere echoes begins to look more like a  dot than  the 
rosette  pattern  in Figure 5 (c). Recently,  manufacturers 
have been selling similar gray scale displays  with film 
integration for use with hand-operated  scanners.  This 
would appear to place a  heavy  burden on the technologist. 

Another  limitation of current B-scanners is the time  in- 
volved in making  a  scan. Patient motion and  target mo- 
tion, including respiration,  can cause registration  errors 
in the scanning prokess. Often, as  in  fetal mapping,  t'he 
technologist, ends  up chasing the  baby around the  uterus. 
In some cases this causes the effective system resolution 
to be reduced by a  factor of ten. RIoreover, the require- 
ment for separate  scans to image a volume increases the 
time  required for B-scanning and leads to a decreased 
patient  load. h patient load of two to  three  patients per 
hour is typical. 

Applications o j  B-Scanners 
The  areas of t'he  body accessible to contact B-scanning 

are  limited to t'hose with targets lying  under  a  smooth 
large  area of the skin  without  a large amount of interven- 
ing obstructions,  such as bones or bowel gas.  With  a long 
water  path between the  transducer  and  the  patient,  the 
requirement for a  smooth  area is somewhat relaxed. 

1) Obstetrics. B-scan can  be used to determine the 
presence of one or more fetuses from the  third  to  ninth 
month.  Fetal  abnormalities  may be determined and  the 
placenta localized. With a chronological sequence of 
images, growth  rates  can  be established.  Immediately 
before delivery, the position and condition of the fetus 
can be determined [53],  [180)-[193]. 

2 )  Gynecology. Intrauterine  tumors,  hydatiform moles, 
and  cysts  may be detected  early enough for  surgery 114th 
a high rate of complete recovery [S4], [lSO],  [191], 
[193)-[195]. 

3 )  Abdominal organs. The  kidney, liver, and spleen 

can  be mapped for detection of tumors,  cysts and calcifica- 
tions, and  determination of organ size C.541,  [195]-[200]. 
B-scan syst'ems are also useful for positioning needles and 
other  instruments. 

4) Ophthalmology. Intraocular  and  orbital  tumors  as 
well as retinal  detachments  can  be  mapped  in  a clouded 
eye [58],  C201 3, [202]. 

M-Mode  Ultrasound 
M-mode uses a standard A-mode instrument  with  a modi- 
fied display. The M-mode display resembles the B-mode 
or intensity-modulated  display  with the exception that 
the horizontal axis is a slow time sweep with  the vertical 
axis a fast  time sweep corresponding to  the distance  from 
the  transducer (pulse  propagation time).  The M-mode is 
useful for mapping moving objects  such as  heart  struc- 
tures or arterial walls. Figure 7 illustrates an M-mode 
display of a moving pendulum. Gray scale displays are 
fairly common in M-mode instruments. 

Application of M-Mode to Echocardiography 
One of the most interesting  and  rapidly growing ultra- 

sound diagnostic arts is  echocardiography [203]-C208]. 
Here,  ultrasound  can present motion versus time  infonna- 
tion about  important  heart  st'ructures  that,  can be cor- 
related  with the electrocardiogram. 

Figure 8 (a) illustrates  a cross section of the  heart show- 
ing regions accessible to  the transducer  beam  as  it is tilted. 
Figure 8 (b) shows an idealized M-mode display of t,hosc 
structures.  Figure S (c)  is an actual echocardiogram cor- 
responding to the idealized display. The echocardiogram 
is currently  the best met'hod for diagnosis of the mitral 
valve  condition, and  it is  often used for the  aortic valve, 
although the  latter is difficult to detect' because of inter- 
vening rib bone. The tricuspid  and  pulmonary  valves are 
even more difficult to det,ect.  Another  very important use 
is in  detection of pericardial effusion, which  is the abnor- 
mal collection of fluid between the  heart  and t.he peri- 
cardial  sac. Once again it should be  stressed that these 
examinations can be performed quickly and easily, at  the 
bedside i f  necessary, without  apparent risk to  the  patient. 

Although echocardiograms have a picture  quality simi- 
lar  to  that of B-scan, cardiologist's can  extract medically 
useful quantitabive  information from the  data presenta- 
tion  format. Acceptance of this technique  may  be  because 
t'he recording is clearly a t'inle series rather  than  an  attempt 
to be an image, the  nature of the technique is less demand- 
ing, and  gray scale strip  chart recorders were introduced 
early. In  any case, echocardiography  is now an accepted 
part of the cardiologists' repertoire. 

Doppler  Ultrasound  Instrumentation 
The continuous  wave  Doppler  ult'rasound  inst'rument  is 

the most common ultrasound diagnostic tool C2091, C.2101. 
This is primarily because of its simplicit'y and low  Cost, 
but is also due to  the audible  sounds it produces, which 
are somewhat similar to a  stethoscope.  Moving targets 
(such as blood  cells or a  heart  valve)  with  a velocity v 
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Fig. 7. Elements of an M-mode  system and display of a moving  pendulum. 

Fig. 8. Human  heart section and M-mode  display of heart  structures for  each of 4 indicated  t,ransducer  directions. 
T, transducer;  EKG,  electrocardiogram; CW, chest  wall; S, sternum; ARV,  anterior  wall of right  ventricle; RV, 
right  ventricle;  IVS,  interventricular  septum; RS, right  vent,ricular septal  wall; LS, left  ventricular  septal  wall; 
LV, left  ventricle; AO, aortic  outflow tract; AV, aortic  valve; PPM, posterior  papilary  muscle;  AMV,  anterior 
mitral  valve  leaflet;  PMV, posterior mitral  valve  leaflet; PLV, posterior  wall of left  ventricle;  LA,  left  auricle; 
EN, endocardium of the left ventricle; EP, epicardium of the  left  ventricle; PER,.  pericardium.  (With  permission 
of Dr. H. C. Feigenbaum,  Prof. of Medicine,  Indiana  University  School of Medicme). 

produce a Doppler  shifted  backscattered  signal. The ve- medium, and cos B is the angle  between the wave axis 
locity is determined  from the  standard Doppler  formula and  the velocity  vrct'or. 

The  primary use for Doppler  ultrasound is in  obstetrics, 
particularly  for  monitoring the fetus  during a high risk 

been used for  mea.surement of ankle blood pressures by 
where Af is the frequency shift,, f is the frequency of the  detecting  the stoppage of blood flow when a cuff is  in- 
transmitted wave ( f >> A j )  , c is the sound  velocity  in the flated as  in  a conventional arm measurement.  Measure- 

AfC v=- 
2f COS e (4) delivery [211>[213]. Recently, this technique  has  also 
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Fig. 9. The diagnostic  information  system  conrept. 

nxnt  of blood pressures in each  extremity is a  method for 
rapid  assessment of the vascular  system. 

V. THE SYSTEMS  APPROACH 
Ultrasound  has reached its present  position in nwdicine 

based  largely on technology and concepts developed dur- 
ing the 1950’s. As new technology is introduced, WC be- 
lieve it is useful to evaluate the diagnostic process in 
terms of unified system concepts. Such  techniques  for 
analysis must necessarily include the physician andlor 
technologist as an integral  part of the system  and would 
be valid for virtually  all medical instrumentation includ- 
ing  X-ray,  nuclear medicine, and  ultrasound. A diagram 
presenting this diagnostic  information  system concept is 
shown in Fig. 9. 

Too  often  in the  past,  system design concentrated on 
the transducer  and signal processing to  the exclusion of 
the physician who, like all  humans, is an image-oriented 
person. Such an  attitude resulted  in the physician  being 
required to adapt’ his  perception processes to  the machine. 
Appropriate  system design, on  the  other  hand, should 
have a data  format  that includes the physician as  an 
effective  part’ of the diagnostic  system. In order to  develop 
ultrasonic  systems that satisfy the full spectrum of med- 
ical users, we feel that  the following specific criteria  must 
be satisfied. 

1) Ultrasound  must  provide new or additional diag- 
nostic  information not readily  available by  other means. 

2) The information  derived should be as quantitative 
and  repeatable as possible in  such a complex structure as 
the body. 

3) Image  interpretation should  be possible with mini- 
mal  additional  t,raining  beyond that currently  given to 
cardiologists, obstetricians, gynecologists, radiologists or 
any  other medical specialists. 

4) The  system should be  interact,ive  in the sense that) 
the physician  or technologist is able to easily control the 
data acquisition from the  patient, as well as the signal 
processing and display to fit the  diagnohc situation. 

5) The  patient should be  subjected to minimal  personal 
discomfort and  hazard,  and the equipment  should br 
designed to accommodate  a wide range of body sizes and 
shapes. 

6) Equipment  must  be highly reliable and low enough 
in cost, t’o be widely used. 

Generalizing these  criteria, the idealized requirements 
for any diagnostic  system  can be  stated  quite  simply. A 
diagnostic  system  should evaluate t,he patient’s state of 
well being, and, if necessary, identify t’he site of any mal- 
function or disruption of normal  body processes. The suc- 
cess with which ultrasound  meets  these  criteria will deter- 
mine its  ultimate usefulness in medicine. 

VI. NEW  DIAGNOSTIC  TECHNIQUES 
PRESENTLY  UNDER  INVESTIGATION 

In  the  past, medical ultrasonics relied on technologies 
developed for other  applications  (see  Tablo I) .  Moreover, 
pulse-echo equipment’  presently used in  the clinics can be 
broadly classified as essentially  similar to  that available 
twenty  years ago. Fortunately, pulse-echo ultrasonic  re- 
searchers arc now  beginning to use  tjhe  sophisticated’data 
acquisition,  signal processing, and display schemes devol- 
oped for sonar and  radar.  Even  more encouraging is the 
fact that some of the research now in progress is develop- 
ing new  technologies for medical ultrasonics that  are 
addressing some of the problems uniqurly associated  with 
diagnostic medicine. The field offers an open proving 
ground to many t’echnologies developed for other  applica- 
tions  and  provides a host of challenging and  important 
problems that  arr unique to medicine and biology. We 
divide  our review of new ultrasonic  diagnostic  techniques 
into  three  areas: 1) pulse-echo work, 2 )  Doppler  ultra- 
sound, and 3) holographic or holographic-type processes 
and acoustic  “imaging”  systems.  Although pulse-echo re- 
search will be discussed in mom detail  than  the  other 
areas,  many of the pulse-echo developments are applica- 
ble to both  Doppler  and holographic techniques.  This 
review  is not  intended to  be comprehensive, but merely 
indicative of the  type of research  activities now in progress. 

Developments in Pulse-Echo Ultrasound 

In reviewing  pulsr-echo developments, it will be eon- 
venient to divide  these  research  activities into  three cate- 
gories: 1 ) display  t,echniques, 2) resolution  improvement 
techniques  (including  beam focusing and transducw ar- 
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rays), and 3) processing techniques. Obviously, any suc- 
cessful diagnostic system  must  incorporate  improvements 
from each of the  three areas. 

1 )  Display Techniques: Perhaps  improvements to  the 
display are  the most easily implemented in present pulse- 
echo ultrasound  systems. Considerable echoamplitude in- 
formation is lost in  present clinical systems because of 
the restricted  dynamic  range of the recording device, 
which is usually Lhe storage tube of an oscilloscope and/or 
Polaroid film. Although the acoustic  transducer used in 
diagnostic work has  the capability of measuring reflections 
over a range of pressure  amplitudes  in excess of 100 dB 
(a factor of 100 000), an intensity  modulated oscilloscope 
can  only  display  about 20 dB (a factor of lo),  while 
Polaroid film has a  dynamic  range of only about 10 dB. 
Thus,  with  present  instrumentation, it, is necessary to  
make  a  number of scans a t  different  gain  set,tings since 
only a  limited  dynamic  range  can  be displayed in any one 
scan. To display both large and small echoes simult'ane- 
ously, it is necessary to compress the whole range of echo 
amplitudes  t80  mat'ch the dynamic  range of the display 
unit.  The echograms obtained  with  such an amplitude 
compression technique  are usually t'ermed gray scale 
images. The usefulness of gray scale echography  has been 
demonstrated for obstetric scanning C1731 as \vel1 as for 
the detection of various liver diseases [214]. Several com- 
mercial firms are now offering  their own form of gray 
scale imaging, and  evaluations  are beginning to appear  in 
the  literature. 

Alt,hough gray scale echography may, in  many cases, 
provide  a better means of data presentation, the tech- 
nique is still  fundamentally limit'ed by  the dynamic  range 
of present recording devices including the ability of the 
human eye to dist,inguish various  shades of gray. To im- 
prove the dynamic  range of the display,  a  number of 
workers C21.51, [216) have suggested using a color  pre- 
sentation  t)hat,  has been appropriately encoded t'o the echo- 
amplitude. One system  presently used can  display twelve 
colors and  has a dynamic  range of about 36 dB. This sys- 
tem  apparently shows promise for the diagnosis of breast, 
lesions [216]. 

Further  improvrments  in  the display  dynamic  range 
probably  rcquirc  digital rather  than analog techniques. 
For example, a technique for digitizing two-dimensional 
analog signals C2171 has been used to analyze pulse-echo 
ultrasonic data [218],  [219]. Although the primary  inter- 
est in analyzing the pulse-echo data was in presenting 
three-dimensional displays of ultrasonic data, this work 
also indicates how digital  techniques  can be used to im- 
prove the display  dynamic range. Furthermore,  this work 
suggests the importance of combining computer technol- 
ogy with medical ultrasonics and  demonstrates how addi- 
tional  important  information  can be obtained  by simply 
displaying the  data in  a more appropriate fashion. It, 
should be  noted that clinical ultrasound, unlike nuclear 
medicine and  X-ray,  has  yet  to  take  full  advantage o f  
cornputer technology. No doubt  future ultrasonic  systems 
will take full advant,age of computer processing, not only 

for the display of images, but also for the analysis of 
acoustical signals. 
S) Resolution Improvement  Techniques: Present  ultra- 

sonic systems generally use a plane-piston source trans- 
ducer  for  producing  a  beam of acoustic energy [220].  The 
axial  resolution is determined by  the  transducer  material 
and construction  details [221],  [222], by the electrical 
and mechanical loading [223], and by the acoustic proper- 
ties of the  target.  In general, since the  attenuation in  t'he 
target increases with  frequency, t,he operating  frequency 
is selected as high as possible while keeping within signal- 
to-noise restrictions. In addition, a compromise must  be 
made  between  axial  resolution and  transducer  sensitivity. 
It is quite practical,  without an appreciable sacrifice in 
sensitivity, to produce a transducer that is sufficient,ly 
damped so that only  three to five cycles of the resonant 
frequency are generated when a  voltage  spike is applied 
to  the transducer.  Although  most commercially available 
transducars  have relat,ively good axial resolution, a t  least 
in comparison with  typical  azimuthal resolution values, 
further improvements  in  axial  resolution  can  be  made. 
Experimental  studies [230], C2311 have  recently suc- 
ceeded in producing broadband sources, which have  almost 
attained  the theoretical  limit for axial resolution. In  the 
near field r224] of such an unfocused beam, pulse stretch- 
ing due to unequal path  lengths is unavoidable C22.51, 
[226]. A  transducer  with an acoustic lens [227],  C2281 
can be uscd to  eliminate this problem at  the focal region 
of the beam. However, axial resolution is a secondary 
problem in most  ultrasonic  systems  presently in use. 

Azimuthal  resolution, on the  other  hand, is fixed by 
diffraction considerations  and is a real limiting  factor in 
ultrasonics. Using the Rayleigh  criterion,  t'he  diffraction- 
limited resolution in azimut>h at  the focus of a circular 
transducer  with  a lens is given by C2321 

XF 
W = 0.61 - 

a 
where F is the focal length of the lens, a is the  transducer 
radius, W is the beam radius at  the focus, and h is the 
acoustical  wavelength. With a focal length of 20 cm, a 
transducer  radius of 4 cm, and a wavelength of 0.7' a mm 
(corresponding to a  frequency of 2 MHz in  water),  t,he 
resolution is 4.6 mm (or twice the beam radius).  This is 
a t   the  focus, however, and the resolution falls off rapidly 
a t  points  away from the focus. 

For many applications it is desirable to compromise 
azimuthal  resolution in favor of increased depth of field. 
In  this case, known as weak focusing r2291, the  ultimate 
resolution is not achieved, but a reasonable  value  is ob- 
tained  over a much  larger  penetration  range.  Typically, 
a  beamwidth of 1.2 cm may be obtained over a range 
from 20 to 30 cm by using a  transducer  having  a  diameter 
of 3.5 cm,  a  radius of curvature of 2.5 cm, and a resonant 
frequency of 2 MHz. This beamwidt'h  may be optimized 
for different ranges and  transducer  radii  and  can be fur- 
ther reduced by increasing the frequency. 

For situations in which azimuthal re~olut~ion cannot be 
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compromised, strong focusing can  be  employed in con- 
junction  with  range  gating so as  to display  only  those 
echoes that  are close to  the focus. The  transducer  must 
then  be moved in range so that  the focal region explores 
each  point of the  target.  The  time  to  make a  compound 
scan  with  such a device is rather  lengthy  and is deter- 
mined by mechanical considerations [77],  [Sa],  [233]. 

A system using strong focusing with  azimuth  and  range 
resolution  on the order of one sound  wavelength has been 
developed and is in clinical use [77],  [82],  [233]. This 
system uses a  comput'er-controlled  rapid  mechanical  scan 
pattern  with  automatic mechanical adjustment of the 
focal region to all depths  in  the tissue being scanned.  Scan 
times  are on the  order of a few minutes  for  a  complete 
picture  with  high  resolution  and  compensation for attenu- 
ation  due to  tissue depth.  The  computer provides the 
capability  for true integration of echoes from a given  point 
when  viewed from many angles. Following the scan  and 
processing, the image is displayed and phot'ographed  on 
Polaroid film. This  instrument provided the basis for a 
wide range of transducer  and software  developments, as 
well as serving as a  system  for  investigations of tissue 
visualization in  the  brain [SS],  [SZ],  [83],  [234],  [235], 
breast [79],  [148],  [151)-[156], and liver [76]-[78], 
[148)-[150]. 

Sharp focusing over an extended  axial  range has been 
obtained  through electronic focusing of an annular  trans- 
ducer  array [236],  C2.371. For focusing  on transmission, 
it is necessary to use appropriately  delayed pulses to 
excite  each of the  annular rings. For example, if five focal 
ranges are t'o be used, it is necessary to transmit five dif- 
ferently focused pulses to cover all of the penetration 
range.  Wit'h a 5-cm dcpt'h of field in  each  range,  this gives 
a total  range of 2.5 cm,  and  the  repetition  rate for a line 
could be as high as l kHz. 

For focusing on  reception  with the annular  array, the 
received signals must  be delayed. This  may be achieved 
digitally or with  analog  delay lines. Dynamic focusing 
using  only  a single transmitted pulse  togebher with con- 
tinued  adjust,ment of the delay  times has been  demon- 
strated  to achieve  virtually perfect focus over a wide axial 
range [238],  [239]. Further improvements  in  resolution 
are possible through a  combination of focusing methods. 

Since the reflections from  tissue a t  ultrasonic  frequen- 
cies are primarily  specular, the received  echo pattern varies 
considerably  with  small changes in  transducer  beam  direc- 
tion.  With  manually  scanned  B-mode  systems,  t8he  ap- 
pearance of the echogram  can  be  altered  considerably by 
changing the scanning pattern (see Section IV).  One of 
the effects of specular reflection is that  the system  dynamic 
range  must  be  very  large to retain  the small scattered 
component reflected from inclined interfaces.  This, in  turn, 
accentuates  artsifacts  attributable to beamwidth,  beam 
sidelobes, and multiple reflections within  the examined 
structure. Some limitations of specular reflection can  be 
overcome by using a wider transducer  aperture, which 
allows reflected energy  from  a more inclined surface to be 
received. Obviously, the use of a wide aperture  transducer 

requires  focusing if the azimuthal  resolution is to be re- 
tained.  Shading or apodizing the transducer is another 
method to reduce  beam sidelobes and increase  system 
dynamic range. 

The  effects of specular reflection can also be minimized 
by using a higher sensitivity  and  displaying echoes scat- 
tered  from  within  the tissue structures.  Through loga- 
rithmic compression and nonlinear  allocation of the  gray 
scale, specular echoes are allowed to  saturate  the  display, 
while  weak  echoes are displayed  normally. Differences in 
echo texture  can t,hen  be used to indicate  interfaces be- 
tween  structures [148],  [173],  [240],  [345]. Although 
this  technique  has  the  advant,age of providing  information 
about  the tissue structures themselves, i t  can  display 
artifact echoes arising from multiple reflections and  beam 
sidelobes. Alternatively,  omnidirectional  scanning C821 can 
be used in an extension of compound  scanning to  obtain 
a  specular  highlight echo from  each  int'crface. 

Present  techniques for scanning  moving structures  such 
as  the  heart require the clinician to precisely and  rapidly 
move a single transducer.  To allow  moving cardiac struc- 
tures  to  be displayed  continuously and  in real  time, an 
ultrasonic  scanner  having an  array of twenty fixcd  ele- 
ment's has been devised [241]. Fast electronic switching 
from one element to  anothcr  and  appropriate display of 
the echoes result  in the instantaneous  and  continuous 
display of a moving structure.  The  dynamic focusing sys- 
tem mentioned previously  is also being  used for heart 
scanning [239]. An alternative  approach  to  heart scan- 
ning uses a high-speed mechanically moved transducer t o  
produce  sector  scans of the  heart [242],  [243]. 

Xore sophisticat,ed  techniqucs  such  as  electronic  sector 
scanning [244], C24;il and  synt'hetic  aperture processing 
[246]-C2491 are also being developed for diagnost'ic med- 
icine. These and  other techniques originally developed for 
sonar  and  radar  applications  offer the potential of ex- 
tremely  high  resolution. 

S )  Processing Techniques: Just as innovative  transducer 
design and sophisticated  computer  soft\\-are will increase 
the resolution capabilities of present' ultrasonic  systems 
and will  allow the clinician to manipulate the ultrasound 
data  in  an effective and cfficicnt manner, processing of 
ultrasonic  signals will  allow this  modality to  make  addi- 
tional  advances  within  thc  next  decade. Various signal 
processing  procedures  should  allow specific and  quantita- 
tive information to  be  extracted  from  ultrasonic signals 
that currently  appear  qualit'ative  and imprecise. 

Some of the more fundamental  implications of signal 
processing have  originated in communication  theory. Using 
the results of this formalism, an acoustic  measurement 
technique  has  been developed in which the  transmitted 
signal  has a predetermined  frequency  spectrum  with the 
equivalent of a  time  tag to each  frequency  component 
[loll,  [174],  [250]. Since the frequency  spectrum of the 
time-delayed signal is reconstructed  aft'er  either  trans- 
mission or reflection, t)he  technique is known as time  delay 
spectrometry. In  its present configuration the  transmitted 
signal is swept  in  frequency over a wide bandwidth while 
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the received signal is  passed through  a  narrow-band  track- 
ing filter synchronized with  the  transmitted signal but, 
with an appropriate  time  delay to allow for propagation 
between the source and  the receiver. The method  not  only 
provides the complete  complex spectrum  with  amplitude 
and phase, but signal components  due to longer path 
lengths are suppressed  because their  spectrum  time  tags 
are rejected. Thus  the  technique allows multiple reflec- 
tions  and  scattered signals t'o  be  removed, and  it  trans- 
forms the received signal into a more appropriate form for 
further analysis. 

As  was ment>ioned in Section 111, several n-orkers have 
keyed  scattering from biological tissues t o  specific t'issue 
types  and disease states.  Unfortunately,  the  scattering 
process is  not well understood and  very f e s  experimental 
measurements are presently  available.  However, it ap- 
pears that scattering  can be  considered to be a property 
of tissue which, like  absorption  and  velocity, is amenable 
to direct'  measurrment [164]-[ lCiS]. Presumably, knowl- 
edge of the scattering would provide  additional  informa- 
tim important  to  making a  differential diagnosis. Some 
preliminary  scattering  experiments  have  indicated  a rela- 
tionship  between  normal and  infarcted  tissue [l4S]. Thus 
a  spectrum  analysis of scattering  from  heart  tissue  may 
provide  a  technique for differentiating  hetween  normal 
and infarcted  myocardium. 

As shown in Section 111, it would appear  that  many 
types of normal  and  abnormal tissue can be uniquely 
classified in  tcrms of thrir acoustic propertiw. If such  a 
classification schemcx proves to be fcasiblp, it would bc 
highly  desirable to have  a  noninvasive  technique for 
making  such  identification. A recently proposed technique 
[97], [251]-[236] offers a  means for quantitatively  and 
noninvasivcly  mcasuring  tissue  acoustic  properties at any 
appropriato  anatomical site within the body. Thr  mtthod 
uses timtB-domain deconvolution of appropriately  shaped 
acoustic  impulsw and  their rchoes to  obtain  the impulse 
response as a  function of acoustic travel  time. Th(1 integral 
of the impulscl  rcwponsc can then bv analytically  related to 
various  physical paramcters such as the specific acoustic 
imprdancc. Thr technique is termed  impediography sincct 
the impedance is  mc.asurcd as a  continuous  function of 
position. Tho acoustic  mapping  made  with  impediography 
-whether a  simplr A-scan plot, of impedance  versus  dis- 
tancc or an impedancc  profik o f  an  arbitrary cross s ~ c -  
tion-is termed  an impedogram. In preliminary  experi- 
ments,  impediography has been able to detect impedance 
transitions  on thtl ordcr of 1% br,hind a swtion o f  human 
skull bone. Thr signal processing procedures used with 
impcdiography allow the removal of multiple rt:flections 
produced by large impedancc  changes  such as betwvraen 
skull  bone and  brain tissucb. 

Although the determination of impedanc? may, in many 
eases, be sufficient' to differentiate  between  tissue  types, 
impcdiography also allows the acoustic attrnuation  to  be 
measured  as  a  function of acoustic travel timct,  provided 
the  transmitted  as well as the reflected impulse response 
functions  can be  obtained. In certain physiological struc- 

tures, knowledge of the  attenuation  may be more  impor- 
tant  to tissue  identification than knowledge of t8he im- 
pedance. For example, the impedance  transition  between 
gray  and  white  brain  mat,ter is only about O.l%, whereas 
the change  in the acoustic attenuation is two  orders of 
magnitude  larger. 

Detlelopments in Doppler  Ult.rasound 
Improvements  in  instrumentation utilizing the Doppler 

effect for measurement of flow and for  mapping  are  being 
undertaken  in  relatively few centers,  although the tech- 
nique is in widespread  use for  nonmapping  applications. 
By  far t,he major  research  effort  in this field is directed 
toward the  study of blood circulation to  the brain.  Doppler 
techniques  have the potential of being  able to examine a 
common site of flow obstruction,  such  as the carotid  artery 
bifurcation  in the neck, as well as being able to determine 
the  effects of arterial  constriction on blood flow. 

Continuous  Wave  Doppler: Perhaps the major problem 
with  continuous wave Doppler  systems is that frequency 
changes a,re received from  every moving reflector. Since 
all  body tissues, especially those  near the larger  arteries 
or the  heart,  are in continual  motion, the reflected signal 
n.iU contain  information from many  structures. Moreover, 
since each structure is moving with a  different'  and chang- 
ing velocity from  other  structures, the frequency  changes 
in  the reflected signal are  very complex. For this reason 
it is essential to restrict the received signal to a  smaller 
region or rostrict the frequency changes  recorded to a 
predetrrmined  magnitude or range.  The  former  can  be 
achieved with highly directional beams, generators,  and 
receivers so arranged that their field patterns  intersect 
only in  restricted regions, or by pulsing and time-gating 
the system r2.571, [-3.58]. 

A combination of these  techniques  has  been developed 
and  has  already resulted  in the production of tomographic 
angiogranx  in  two  planes of the carot,id artery bifurcation 
as well as  othcr vessels [259]. In  this  system the frequency 
shifts are presented as a B-scan display so that tomograms 
of the region of rapid  arterial flow are produced. The pos- 
sibility of using this  technique t o  study cerebral circula- 
tion is actively being pursued.  Even if Doppler  ultrasound 
becomes  only an auxiliary to  the commonly  used dye- 
contrast  radiography, it would still be quite useful since 
mapping allows positive separation of the flow in  the in- 
ternal  and  external branches of the carotid  artery. 

-4nother  problem in Doppler  ultrasound is the require- 
ment for accurate knowledge of the direction of flow 
nith respect to  the ultrasonic  beam ( 0  in (4)). Instru- 
mentation to  measure vessel cross section  in  two axes 
and  to simultaneously  measure the Doppler  shift is being 
developed [260]. These  Doppler  techniques are obviously 
applicable to many  other  areas of the body  and to differ- 
ent clinical problems. For example, one area presently 
under study is the post-operative  assessment of saphenous 
vein by-pass procedures done to correct stenotic  (con- 
stricted) coronary  art>eries [261]. 

Pu,lsecl Doppler: Although continuous  wave  Doppler 
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systems  can  measure the velocity of a moving  object if 
the surrounding structures  are  stationary, t,hey are  not 
capable of providing  range  information or of determining 
the motion at   an arbitrary  distance  from  the probe. Fortu- 
nately,  it is possible to  separate  the Doppler  signals gen- 
erated  by a  number of moving targets wit’h a range-gating 
technique in which the frequencies of the echoes collected 
at   an arbitrary range are compared  with that of a reference 
oscillator that is itself gated  to provide the  transmitted 
pulse [BGl], [262]. Such range-gating  procedures are usu- 
ally  termed pulsed Doppler  techniques and should  provide 
the  impetus for the development of new diagnostic proce- 
dures  directed  toward  detailed and  quantitative measure- 
ments of blood  flow. 

Random Signal Doppler: Random  signal  Doppler  is a 
relatively  recent  innovation  in  ultrasound, taking  advan- 
tage of signal processing procedures  available  with  large 
bandwidth signals. Conceptually it  has  its origin in noise 
radar,  but  the application to  ultrasound  and biological 
tissues  accentuates some problem  areas  not so prevalent 
in the  radar case. In a conventional  coherent  wave  pulsed 
Doppler  system, the bandwidth-pulse  duration  product 
is approximately 1.2. Hence, it is  not possible to  simul- 
taneously  obtain good range  and  velocity  resolution. In a 
random signal pulse Doppler  system,  on the other  hand, 
the  transmitted signal is derived from wideband  Gaussian 
nois(>, which permits  a large bandwidth-duration  product, 
and, therefore,  alleviates  range and velocity  ambiguities. 
This cordation method is still  in its formative  stages 
with respect to  studies  inliving tissue [Ill], [112], [263]- 
[267]. 

Developments in Acoustical Imaging Systems Including 
Holographic c3341 Techniques 

Although B-scanners produce  pictorial  representations 
of the location of reflectors and  scattering  sites  in  the  body, 
they do not “image”  in the generally accepted  optical 
sense. We  choose to call these devices parameter  mapping, 
or simply mapping  systems.  This  category would include 
even  sophisticated signal processing  schemes such as im- 
pediography or time  delay  spectrometry if they  are scanned 
t u  map  a  region. 

Acoustical “imaging”  had  its origin in some early 11-ork 
involving a vacuum tube  that uses an electron  beam to 
raster scan the back  surface of a  large  resonant piezo- 
electric disc  [102]. A water coupled acoustic  wave  incident 
on the front side of this disc  produces a charge distribution 
corresponding to maxima and minima  in the acoustic field. 
This charge pattern  then modifies the secondary  electron 
emission, which is collected and used to intensity modu- 
late a T V  monitor.  This original device, known as  the 
Sokolov tube,  together  with acoustical lenses, produced 
the first  dynamic images of  biological structures  and  still 
represents a potentially useful tool for medical diagnosis 

Another  contribution  to  acoustical imaging \\-as thr.  us(: 
of liquid surfaw  lcvitation caused by  an ultrasonic n-ave 
incident on a \vater-air interface [:W’]. Once again thc 

[103], [335], [S36]. 

imaging  was done  with an acoustical lens. A Schlieren 
optical  system was used to  transfer  this  acoustical  image 
to  the optical  domain for viewing. The original  system 
was only able to  detect edges, since the Schlieren optical 
system  acts as a high-pass spatial  frequency filter. 

Liquid  surface  levitation has recently  been  revived and 
greatly  improved [338]-[341].  An off-axis acoustic  refer- 
ence  source was added as a spatial carrier  frequency to 
allow the  true acoustical image to be passed by  the 
Schlieren system.  The  idea  presumably  originated  in the 
concept of off-axis  optical  holography. It has been  shown 
that a  dynamic reference wave is made  unnecessary by 
placing a wire grid near  the interface [268]. This  pro- 
duces the sanw spatial  carrier as  the acoustic reference 
and allows true imaging n-it>h an acoustic  lens. 

Recently,  a nen- optical  detection  system to produce 
acoustical holograms was demonstrated [269]. This sys- 
tem records the  amplitude  and phase of the fringe pat’tern 
of an acoustical wave scattered  from an object  incident 
upon an intcrface. As in optical  holography, this acoustical 
hologram  can be reconstruct’ed with a  laser t’o yield an 
optical image of the acoustical  object. With t>his  method 
of reconstruction, only onc t,ransverse  plane of the t’hree- 
dimensional image  is  viewed at, a given time.  This is due 
to  the wavelength  disparity  between the ultrasound (1 
MHz) and  the laser  light,  together  with the requirement 
that  the  entire 30 cm diametor  acoustic aperture must, be 
used simultancously  for good resolution. The  luxury of 
trading resolution for parallax is not available in acoustic 
holography as  in optical  holography. 

Acoustic arrays  made up o f  a line or a matrix o f  elec- 
tronically  scanned  discrete  hydrophones arc one of the 
other  important devcloprnents  in  acoustical imaging. One 
such  linear array,  currently being  developed, uses coated 
acoustical lenses together  with an ingenious counter- 
rotating prism system for scanning the image across the 
array C2701. Matrix  arrays of piezoelectric C2711 and 
electrostatic C341 transducers  arc also being developed. 
This  system is scanned electronically and  has  the capabil- 
ity of acting  as  a  transmitter.  This  array could  be  used 
with  acoustic lenses or holographically  Jvith computer or 
optical  reconstruction o f  the received acoustic, amplitude 
and  phase  distribution. 

Bragg diffraction imaging  using ultrasound  has  also 
been demonstrated  and  has  potcntial  for  medical diag- 
nosis [272]-[274]. Early work in this  area  showedproblems 
at  the 1-5 MHz  frquencics conlmonly  used in medical 
diagnosis. Recently,  the usc u f  more sophisticated detec- 
tion schemes has somewhat removed this  limitation. In  
summary, acoustic imaging is a very  active  research  fron- 
tier that should provide  ne\\- and useful medical systems 
in the near future. 

VII.  THERAPEUTIC ULTRASOUND 
At present,  therapeutic  ultrasound is uspd primarily ill 

physical medicine. A large  body of clinical information 
exists  regarding  prwcribcd  safr and effective dos(. l(v(:ls 
in  terms of acoustical  intcnsity and  irradiation timc:  [275]. 
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Therapeutic  instruments  are  capable of delivering acous- 
tical  intensities  on the order of several aatts/cm2. De- 
pending  on the circumstance,  irradiation periods can  range 
up  to  ten minutes.  The  transducer is usually hand held 
and moved about in contact  with  the desired  body  region. 
Although  this  modality  has  been in existence for  some 
forty years, the applications  have  yet to be exhausted. 
For example, wound  healing time  may be reduced through 
application of ultrasound [41],  [276]. Evidence  also  sug- 
gests that  transport  rates of macromolecules across bi- 
ological membranes  can be increased by  ultrasound [277]; 
what role this effect might  play  in  assisting  a chemo- 
therapy  agent  in a  selected  body region remains to  be 
investigated. 

High  intensity focused ultrasound  can  be used to pro- 
duce tissue  selective lesions. This effect has been  exten- 
sively  investigated  in  brain  tissue,  and the method  has 
been used in  experimental  animal work [20],  [21],  [278]- 
[281], [292], c2971 as well as in several human clinical 
studies [64],  [132],  [282]-[286]. Other  body t'issues, in- 
cluding liver [33],  [34],  [42], muscle [129],  [287], spinal 
cord [ass], peripheral  nerve [288],  [289], and blood 
vessels C1301 have also been  studied.  Implementation of 
bhis precise surgical  modality  in brain requires the removal 
of overlying  skull  bone &h a simple appropriate prosthe- 
sis inserted  in its place. Subsequent  internal  brain lesioning 
procedures are conducted  through the  intact scalp. Lesions 
of any desired size or shape to  match  the  ncural  structure 
of interest  are  generated from a  multiplicity o f  individual 
small lesions [Sl], [126],  [127],  [390], L29lI. Of con- 
siderablc  interest is the fact that  an ultrasonically gen- 
erated lrsion in  brain  can  bc  dctccted by ultrasonic visu- 
alization  means [234]. 

VIII. ADDITIONAL RIOI\IEDICAL 
APPLICATIOKS OF ULTRASOUSD 

In addition to swving  as a noninvasive  diagnostic  tool 
and  as a thcrapeutic  agent,  ultrasound  has  many  othw 
biomedical applications. One of the more intt~esting o f  
these  applications is the acoustic microscope [104]-[109]. 
Although the concept  was  proposed over twenty  years 
ago, it is only recently that a  practical,  operating  device 
has been available. The  apparatus is shown  schematically 
in  Figure 10. The  generator produces 100 NHz  plane 
waves that pass  through  the  sprcimen. The transmitted 
wave, which carries spatial  information  about the speci- 
men,  strikes  a  plastic  mirror  angled  at, 45" to  thr direction 
of sound  propagation  and causes a  dynamic  ripple  on the 
mirrored  surface.  These ripples, in  turn, cause periodic 
angular deflections of a focused laser  hcam,  which is re- 
flected off thc mirror.  This  angularly  modulated reflcctcd 
light  beam givtts rise to  an electrical  signal in a  photodiode 
when  half the bcam is intercepted by a knife edge.  This 
signal is proportional to  the angular  displaccment o f  the 
mirror  and,  therefore, to  the local pressure  amplitude of 
the sound. The focused light  beam is rapidly  scanned 
over a selected area of the mirror  in  synchronization  with 

ACOUSTIC OPIICAI 
I \IA G E I i lACE 

Fig. IO. Elements of an acoustic microscope system. 

photodiode  modulates the intensity of the display. The 
photodiode  signal may also be applied to a  phase  detector 
and compared with  an electronic reference signal so that 
an acoustic  hologram is displayed on  the television screen. 
Typical  results,  shown  in Fig. 11, compare the simultane- 
ous  acoustical and  optical imaging of a  live  drosophila 
larva (IOOX). Resolution  in both  the opt,ical and acous- 
tjical  pictures  approaches l 5  pm. 

Further development's in  this field  will hopefully pro- 
duce an acoustic microscope operating  in  t,he GHz fre- 
quency  range  with  resolution  comparable to  that,  at t,he 
limit of the optical microscope. High  frequency acoust,ic 
examination o f  biological tissue  can  provide  unique in- 
formation  about the physical state  and  tho  structural 
components of tissue.  Elasticity  and  density  are  param- 
etcm assessable through acoust'ic impedanct., whereas 
structural  and bhermal relaxations,  as \vel1 as  the conformal 
states of t'he macromolecular components of tissue,  cause 
changes in the ultrasonic  absorption. 

Another biomedical application of ultrasound  involves 
the invasive  insertion of a  transducer to take measure- 
ments  that cannot  he  obtained  noninvasively.  Ultrasonic 
transducers  can be miniaturized so t,hat  they  can be built 
into  catheters for insertion into selected Imdy regions 
such as the heart,,  rectum, and blood vessels. In some 
cases these  approaches arc considered acceptable  for 
human clinical work, v-hilc in  other cases t)he  methods 
can be  used primarily in animal  experiments to  elucidate 
aspect,s of structural motion or flow. For example, fine 
drtails of structural motion in t,he dog heart,  have been 
cluc,idat#cd by such a miniaturized @(:m [311]. 

IX. SA1;ETY Ol? TTLTRASOUND 

All techniqucs for medical diagnosis and/or  therapy  can 
involve risks if improperly used or if adequate equipment, 
calibration  standards  are not) applied. Many tmechniques 
involve danger wen in the best  hands.  The  quest)ion of 
risk versus benefit mag  enter  into  the  medical decision as 
t o  what specific modality to  apply  in a  particular case. 
Ultrasonic  methods  are attractive for diagnosis because 
of thpir  noninvasive nature  and  their  apparent  safcty. 

a  conventional television monitor.  The signal from the This  apparent Fafety rests  on data from  expcrimcntal 
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(b) 
Fig. 1 1 .  Acoustic  microscope  image of living  larva. A ,  optical  image; B, acoustical image (magnification 1OOX) 

animal work and over twenty  years of extensive human 
clinical experience. 

Acoustical intensity  thresholds for lesion production  in 
the  brains of experimental  animals  have been extensively 
studied.  These  quantitative measurement,s used histolog- 
ical as well as function  endpoints. The results  are sum- 
marized in  Figure 12, which is the threshold for hist,o- 
logically observed lesions in  the  gray  matter of monkey, 
cat,  and rat brains.  This  curve describes the conditions 
for lesion product>ion from a single sound  burst in 50% of 
the irradiation exposures using a  statistical  analysis [309]. 
Equation ( 7 )  describes t>his 50yo curve where Z is the in- 
tensity  in watts!cm2 and t is the pulse length in seconds: 

loglo I = 2.57 - 0.448 loglo t. , ( 7 )  

Generally,  three mechanisms are  considered,to be impor- 
tant over  the range of this  curve. The most readily demon- 
strable mechanism is thermal in nature  and involves rais- 
ing tissue above  a  let,hal level due to absorption of acoustic 
energy [310]. For intensities below several hundred 
watts/cm2,  the computed  and measured temperature rise, 
starting from a basc temperature of X'C,  is sufficient to 
produce the observed lesion. It is apparent from the 
slope of ( 7 )  and from nwasured and computed- tem- 
perature rises that other mechanisms are involved as  the 
exposure times are decreased. Cavitation involving micro- 
bubbles, as opposed to gross effects involving tissue tear- 
ing, is under  investigation. I t  has been demonstrated; 
howver,  that ultrasound  can produce its effects on central 
nervous  system  tissue when hydrostatic pressure is ap- 
plied;  this  presumably  eliminates the possibility o f  cavita- 

Fig. 11'. -4coustical illtemity and  time duration of  the single ex- 
posure  required to  produce histologically  observable  lesions in 
central  nervous  system  tissue o f  cats, monkeys :tnd rats [309]. 

tion.  Other possible interactive mechanisms have been 
lumped  int'o  other mechanical effects. In addition to classi- 
cal elastic effects such as fatigue or fracture,  these effects 
could be associated with forces producing molecular 
changes. These could lead to such  things  as changes in 
membrane  permeability to bioactive chemical constituents 
such as enzymes. Either reversible or  irreversible  changes 
could occur. None of these  effects,  either collectively or 
individually,  have been completely st,udied for any tissue 
or organ  system. Histological studies of the interaction of 
ultrasound and tissue  have also been  conducted on tmhe 
liver [34], [.la], blood vessels [130], and muscles [129], 
[L>S7]. A more completc understanding of the interact'ive 
mechanisms is one o f  the challenging areas of research  in 
ultrasound. 

Functional changes have been used to  study  and assess 
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the  interaction between ultrasound and  brain tissue. In  
one study, reversible suppression of electrical activity in 
the visual  pathway  in the  cat was observed under condi- 
tions that did not produce an histologically observable 
lesion [128]. 

Apart  from  studies seeking to elucidate the  nature of 
int,eractive mechanisms, there  have also been studies di- 
rected to  the area of toxicity because of the increasing 
usage of ultrasound in medical practice [293]-[307], 
[344]. Although toxicity  studies rely heavily on  an under- 
standing of the interactive mechanisms between  ultra- 
sound and tissue,  it  is  not necessary to t’horoughly or 
completely understand t,he fundamental  nature of the 
phenomena in  order to appropriately use the  interactive 
effects for  investigation. In medicine it is  required that 
possible toxic effects be studied along with clinical evalu- 
ation procedures. Greatest  attention  has been centered on 
the reproductive  system since effects there could be rather 
severe with respect to  an individual offspring (teratogenic 
effects) and successive progeny (mutagenic  effects). Ef- 
fects of ultrasound on biological systems  in test  tubes can 
be profoundly different  from  effects seen in  the living 
body so that extrapolation from in  vitro data  to possible 
in vivo effects is highly speculative. It’ is highly desirable 
to  study toxic effects in animal models that mimic human 
anatomy  and physiology as closely as possible. At, the 
same  time,  extreme  care  in collecting human clinical data 
is required so that accurate  intercomparisons between 
human  and animal data  can be  made. Different organs 
and tissues will undoubtedly  have different levels of sus- 
ceptibility to  change by ult’rasound. The general trend 
towards  higher  toxicity  thresholds  as  acoustic pulse length 
is decreased produces advantages for system design. Im- 
provements  in signal-to-noise ratios  can  then often be 
produced with  higher  acoustic input levels. Little is known, 
however, about possible cumulative effects of repetitive 
sequences with pulses of extremely  short  duration [42], 
[280], [304],  [308]. The relative significance of peak and 
average acoustic intensities  in producing int,eractive effects 
is also an area of ongoing research. 

Several  literature  surveys on interactive effects have 
been published [297], and inferences have been drawn 
with  respect to their possible relevance to medical prac- 
tice [307]. With  the present  lack of definite information 
in most tissues, it  is too early to establish definitive ultra- 
sound  toxicity  thresholds. Suffice it  to say that as of the 
present  time,  there  are no data available from any clinical 
source that’ indicate that presently used levels of diagnostic 
ultrasound  are unsafe for humans [306]. This does not 
imply that t’here is no urgent need for toxicity and basic 
mechanism studies; in  fact,  quite  the opposite is true 
since these  studies will serw  as  the basis for new genera- 
tions of ultrasonic devices, as well as provide information 
of immediate  value to t8he  human clinical areas. 

X. STANDARDIZATION I N  DIAGNOSTIC 
ULTRASOUND 

Figure 13 shows the  diagnodc ultrasound  environment 
and  its interrelationships. At each link in this environ- 

ment,, standards of one form or another  are needed. In 
the research area, however, (shown  in dotted lines in 
Figure 13) standards  may  actually  inhibit growth.  After 
twenty years of use, very  little  has been done  with the 
vital,  yet  unglamorous,  subject of standardization in diag- 
nostic ultrasound. 

Figure 14 shows organizations  currently involved in 
st,andards work in  the United States.  The  International 
Electrotechnkal Commission (IEC) is included since it 
is the  parent world standards organization. The  IEC Sub- 
committee 29D (Ultrasonics Working Group  on Medical 
Applications) is  currently  circulating a draft  standard en- 
titled  “Methods of Measuring the Performance of Ultra- 
sonic Pulse-Echo Diagnostic  Equipment.”  This  document 
will be  evaluated  in  hospital clinics in 1974 before final 
adoption. 

Other  organizations shown in Fig. 14 are also involved 
in standardization  in one way or another. Those shown 
with  a  dotted line are  acting  in an advisory  capacity al- 
though  there is a possibility that some standards could 
eventually become law,  subject to enforcement by  the 
Food and  Drug Administration.  This is especially true 
when medical device legislation passes in the Congress of 
the United States. 

There  are basically three  types of standards: 1) funda- 
mental  standards, 2 )  engineering st’andards,  and 3) user- 
oriented  operational standards. 

1 Fundmzmtal  Standards 
Measurements of fundamental  quantities  such as the 

peak and  average acoustic intensity  in  an  ultrasound 
beam are often  very difficult to perform. However, such 
measurements are prescntly  being  made a t  a  number of 
institutions And should soon result in  calibrated  secondary 
standards for engineering measurements. There is no  una- 
nimity  about  the  best  method for measuring  ultrasound 
intensity.  Currently, the following techniques  are  being 
examined [327],  C.3281, [332].  

Radiation Force: a  method for measuring  average  inten- 
sity which uses the change  in force (typically  measured 
in micrograms) recorded as  the deflection of a reflect’ing 
or absorbing target  with incident  ultrasound [312]-[314]. 

Calorimetry: a classical method for measuring  average 
power using the change  in  temperature  due to ultrasound 
absorption  in a fluid [315)-[317]. 

Capacitive  Transducers: a  method for measuring both 
peak and average  intensities using the modulat,ion of the 
spacing of a charged parallel plate capacitor by  an incident 
sound  wave [318]-C320). 

Transducer  Reciprocity  Calibration: a well-known method 
in  sonar which allows a simple  measurement of peak and 
average  intensities provided the reciprocity  parameters 
are known and  are  not seriously complicated  by the near 
field diffraction pattern [321)-[323]. 

OpticaE Difraction: a  method for measuring the peak 
and average  intensity using the  Debyeaears  effect [325], 
[326],  C33.71. 

Since no single technique is clearly superior, it  seems 
certain that, some combination of these  methods mill re- 
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Fig. 13. The diagnostic  ultrasound  environment. 
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Fig. 14. Groups  actively  participating in ultrasound  standardization.  The  American  Society for Testing  and  Mate- 
rials  Committee  is  included  because of the  great  similarity between the t\ro fields. * The Acoustical  Societ,y  Sub- 
committee  comprises the  ANSI Committ.ee. 

sult  in  calibrated  secondary standard piezoelectric trans- 
ducers  for  research and engineering  measurement.  Such  a 
transducer  should  have a resonance  frequency  much 
higher than  the frequencies  being  measured so that  its 
frequency response is  essentially  flat  in that region. An- 
other  very  important  requirement, which has  unfortu- 
nately  been  neglected  in  much  published  experimental 
work, is that the diameter of the transducer  and  its  sup- 
porting  structure  must be much less than a  wavelength, 
i.e.,  a  fraction of a millimeter at low MHz frequencies. 
This small size is required to avoid  diffraction and reflec- 

tion  effects that  perturb  the field being measured [324]. 
If this condition is not  met,  a  diffraction  correction  must 
be  made  for  accurate  results. 

2) Engineeriltg Standards 
These standards  are normally  intended for measure- 

ments on subsystems to be  performed  by  manufacturers 
and calibration  centers.  Traditional  engineering  methods 
and  standards for measuring  gain,  bandwidth, noise level, 
electrical  leakage,  etc., are available.  With the exception 
of the ultrasonic  t,ransducer and  its  radiation  pattern,  this 
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area of standardization  is well advanced,  although the 
measurements  can become tedious and,  therefore,  may  be 
neglected unless mandated  by law. 

S )  User-Oriented  Operational Standards [339]-[331] 

Methods  for checking the performance of complex ultra- 
sound  systems  on  a  daily or weekly basis may  literally  be 
a matter of life or death. Whereas an oscilloscope out of 
calibration  may  mean the repeat of a test for an engineer, 
it  may  result  in missed diagnosis with  irretrievable  results 
for  t8he  physician. 

Standards for use by  the hospital  technologist must  be 
simple and easy to use since they will often  be used by 
people with  little or no  background in science or engineer- 
ing  (in  many  larger  hospitals, biomedical  engineering 
technicians are just now filling this  gap).  The  test  must 
use a simple  low cost device and should test  the whole 
system as a “black box” to avoid  manufacturers’ com- 
plaints.  The  traditional  method  in medicine  is to employ 
a “phantom” or a standard  object to be  scanned. 

One such phantom,  the  “standard 100 mm  test  object” 
(Figure 15), is currently being  developed by t,he American 
Institute of Ultrasound  in Medicine Standards Committee. 
This  phantom  has also been  incorporated  into  the IEC 
draft  standard. It consists of 0.75-mm diameter  stainless 
steel  rods  arranged  in  a geometrical pattern. Figure 16 is 
a B-scan of this test object taken  with linear  scans  with 
the transducer a t  three different angles. In addition to 
providing  a recognizable image, the  test object is useful 
for depth  and  azimuthal resolution  measurements  and 
spatial  calibration.  Note that  the transducer  beamwidth 
does not, allow resolution of the  bottom rods. One of the 
major  goals of this  phantom is to enable B-scans from 
different  laboratories t o  be compared, and i t  is  hoped that 
reproduction of such  a  scan would be  required for publica- 
tion. 

CONCLUSION 

Ultrasound  has now established itself as a useful medical 
modality,  both  in diagnosis and  therapy. Technological 
advances of the  last two decades are  now finding  their 
way into ultrasonic  systems  and  can be  expected t o  have 
a major  impact  in  the  near  future. Moreover, medical 
ultrasonics has reccnt,ly developed into a field of research 
specialization that is addressing  some of the unique and 
important problems of diagnostic medicine.  New tech- 
nologies are being  developed which, in the  future, will 
greatly influence clinical medicine as well as  many  areas 
of science and engineering. These new  technologies are 
making  their  major  contribution in  the diagnostic  area 
and  are centered  primarily  around  methods for obtaining 
real-time images of high resolution and for quantitatively 
measuring and differentiating  tissues. 

As new adva,nces are  made  in diagnostic  ult’rasound, 
similar progress is  expected in  therapeutic  ultrasound. 
For example, low intensity  ult,rasound may find new appli- 
cations  in  wound  healing and as a  chemotherapy  catalyst. 

Fig. 15. Standard 100 mm test object-American Institute of 
Ultrasound in Medicine. 

Fig. 16. B-scan of standard 100 mm teat object. 

High  intensity focused ultrasound offers considerable po- 
tential  as a  noninvasive  surgical  modality. The combina- 
tion of low intensity  ultrasound  for diagnosis and tissue 
differentiation  with  high  intensit’y  ultrasound for surgery 
offers the prospects  for a major  advance  in clinical medi- 
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cine, which even few science fiction writers  have  antici- 
pated. 

Medical  ultrasonics is a  rapidly growing field and is on 
the verge of making  a significant impact on clinical medi- 
cine. The field offers  an open proving ground to many 
technologies developed for other  applications, gives in- 
spiration to  the development of new technological ad- 
vances, and provides a host of challenging and  important 
problems that  are unique to medicine and biology. The 
future of ultrasound  in medicine depends  upon  talented 
people from medicine and  the physical sciences working 
in close collaboration and  upon  the emergence of a new 
breed of research scientist  trained  in both medicine and 
engineering and dedicated  not to  the technology of de- 
struction  but  rather  to  the preservation of life and hu- 
manity so that  “man will not merely endure:  he will 
prevail.”* 
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